
Instruction Manual
Ultrasonic Humidifier

Model: HU5002

Customer Service: support@aromaroomshop.com



Thank you for purchasing our product ULTRASONIC HUMIDIFIER. Please read and 
save all instructions to ensure the safe and effective use of this appliance.

Please read this manual carefully before operation and save it for future reference.

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS

Check the voltage carefully to ensure your home power voltage fits the product
Ensure the plug exactly inserts to the right socket, and only for the plug without 
others, make sure well contact.
Take out the plug with hand instead of dragging the wire.
Don’t use the product in wet environment, such as bathhouse and bathroom; it 
will cause electric shock and fire.
Don’t put your hand and appliances on the product to avoid purl or damaging.
Don’t clean your machine during working or just after working time to avoid hot 
water or parts to hurt you.
Remove the water tank before moving the device.
Don’t expose the machine to sunshine or keep close to heater.
Please use the wire bought from seller service centre to replace the damaged wire.
Please take off the plug when you clean the machine or leave it unused for a long 
time.
Don’t touch the plug or wire with the wet hands to avoid creep age.
Don’t put sundries into the machine.
Don’t clean the water sink when the water is still hot.
Don’t touch the warm mist closely . 
Keep the machine out of reach of children. 
When the machine is damaged or couldn't work normally, please take it to our 
service place for repairing.
Don't disassemble or assemble by yourself to avoid danger.
SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS.



KNOW YOUR ULTRASONIC HUMIDIFIER

FUNCTION AND FEATURES

1. Nozzle 
2. Water Tank
3. Tank Cap
4. Light Indicator
5. Control Knob
6. Aroma Sponge
7. Power Cord
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Adjustable mist output by knob for easy operation.
Aroma diffuser function.
Big tank cover design for easy cleaning by hand.
Automatic shut-off protection with warning when waterless.
Automatic shut-off protection when take off the water tank.
Optional demineralization cartridge to prolong use life.
Integrated body design for noise suppression, super quiet when operating.
Ceramic glass glaze transducer can resist water scale effectively to prolong use 
life.



TECHNICAL PARAMETERS

 CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC

Model：HU5002                                                     Rated Max. Moisture Capacity：≥300ml/h
Water Tank Capacity：4.0L                                  Rated Power：25 W 
Operating Voltage: AC 100-240V 50/60 Hz                          
Anti-electric shock Protection：Class Ⅱ



TECHNICAL PARAMETERS

Operation Condition  

Operation Steps

Ideal operating environment is at the temperature of 5°C to 40°C and relative 
humidity is below 90%.
Keep machine working at low mist mode when room relative humidity is higher 
than 70% or in an enclosed room space.
Fill the tank with clean and cool water ONLY. (<40°C)
Clean water tank and water flume after using for a long time.
If the humidifier has water filter, please immerse the filter in water for 24 hours for 
first using.

Lift the water tank. Unscrew the water tank cover and fill the tank with water.
Screw back the water tank cover tightly. Put the water tank on the machine base 
steadily.
Inspect whether the mist outlet nozzle is put well on the water tank.
Plug the power cord into a wall socket. Rotate the control knob clockwise to the ON 
position. BLUE indicator will light up indicating the humidifier has been turned on.
Keep rotating the control knob clockwise to increase the mist level at needs.
Indicating light turns RED when the water inside the tank is not enough and the 
machine stops working.
Refill the reinstall the water tank. Machines works again.
Machine will automatically shut off if the water tank is removed while working. 
Place the water tank on the base, it will continue to work.



Water Sink Inside  

Body and Water Tank Outside 

Water Tank Inside 

Note: Don’t clean transducer by any metal or stiffness material or scrape it to avoid 
               any damage.

Take out the water in sink. Clean the scale by brush, then wipe it by damp cloth.
Flush it by water.
Don't pour water directly when cleaning the water sink inside.
Don't use acid scour to clean the water sink inside to avoid damage to transducer.

Wipe it with soft cloth.

Clean at least twice per week if frequently use the humidifier.
Use soft cloth wipe it when water tank side has scale.
There will be some dirt stick to the tank inside wall, which can be cleaned with soft 
scour. Then clear the scour completely.
Don't put acid, alkalescency, blencher scour into water tank to avoid damage.

CLEANING & MAINTENANCE
Before cleaning, turn the functional knob point to “ OFF”, take off the plug.

Transducer   
Water quality in someplace is so hard that the transducer surface will be easy to 
form water scale. We recommend you to clean transducer with cleaning agent.
Add little cleaning agent on the transducer surface ( More or less depends on the 
scale ).
Infuse water into the sink to soak the sink fully for 10-15 minutes.
Clean with brush until scale disappear.
Clean twice with water.

Storage 
Drain out water from the tank and the base, clean the dirt, wipe out water and 
airing the machine.
Ensure there is no water in the machine and put it to the carton.
Store the package in dry place.



PROBLEM SOLUTION
If the machine does not work appropriately, please check the following causes.

Problem

No steam

Noise

Steam out from outlet 
surrounding

Clearance between steam 
outlet and water tank

Sink the steam outlet cap in 
water and use it again

Peculiar smell steam

Possible Causes

Check plug

Tank in incorrect position

New machine

Dirty water, or water 
stores for a long time

No water in tank

Uneven level for machine

Check power switch

Less water in tank

Less water in tank

Solutions

Plug into socket

Put the tank in correct position

Take off tank cover, place the 
water tank in cool and dry 
place for 12 hours

Clean water tank, or reill 
clean water

Add water

Place it on even flat or ground

Turn on power switch

Add water

Add water until enough

If the possible causes listed above can't solve your problem, please email us for help.



THE PLACE ENVIRONMENT

THE PLACE ENVIRONMENT

THE PLACE ENVIRONMENT

Set it at the firm, flat place

Keep far away from the heat source

Keep far away from the furniture and electronic appliance.

The humidifier should be placed at horizontal place and keep it steady.

The humidifier should be far away from the heat source, such as the stoves or fire 
place. Avoid directly exposing to sunshine.

The output of mist should NOT be sprayed towards to the furniture and electronic 
appliance, which will result in moisture damage.

To ensure quick processing of your case, please observe the following instructions:
Please provide the available till receipt and the item number (S/N: 12345) as proof of 
purchase.
You will find the item number on a sticker in the appliance. If malfunctions or other 
defects occurred, please contact our customer service via email.
If you request any further assistance, please contact us.
Customer service: support@aromaroomshop.com

This product cannot be disposed together with the domestic waste. This product has 
to be disposed to an authorized place for recycle of electrical and electronic 
appliances. Save natural resources by collecting and recycling waste. Dispose the 
product in environmentally friendly and healthy way.
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